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Abstract
Teachers are trained to plan and conduct pedagogical activities. But, as these activities become richer -i.e. more
collaborative, with more open resources, and building upon
an increasing number of digital tools- planning becomes increasingly important. We conducted contextual interviews
with seven middle and high school teachers, about their
practices in planning and conducting pedagogical activities. We found that teachers design scripts to guide them
through the session and scripts for students to use independently. They adjust their scripts during a session and
edit them afterward. They reuse old scripts, adapt scripts
from other teachers, and from online and physical sources.
We derive implications for the design of scripting tools: supporting scripts at multiple levels of detail, or annotations for
adjusting scripts during and after teaching sessions.
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Introduction
Pedagogical activities involve an increasing number of interactive, collaborative and open-ended tasks. As a result,

teaching sessions are more dynamic and more difficult to
plan. Teachers prepare these sessions ahead of time, with
little knowledge of how they will unfold.

Components of a script We
use Kobbe’s framework [6] to
describe script components.
Participants: The number
and characteristics of the
individuals that participate in
a script.
Activities: A hierarchical
structure of detailed instructions.
Roles: Privileges, obligations
and expectations of specific
participants in the group.
Resources:Physical or digital objects group members
have access to

Digital teaching systems provide new ways for interacting
with students. Teachers can share documents with their
students, write collective blogs, online questionnaires and
conduct rich collaborative activities (e.g. annotation of multimedia documents). Existing digital tools help teachers create richer, more diverse pedagogical activities for students.
Yet, they provide little support for structuring or conducting
these activities in class.
We need to understand why, how and for whom teachers
structure - or script, in Computer Supported Collaborative
Learning (CSCL) - pedagogical activities, in order to guide
the design of novel interactive tools for planning and running these activities. Teachers create scripts and adjust
them during and after the session, but also reuse scripts for
several years, with different students, and in different contexts. Teachers need tools to interact with scripts before,
during and after a teaching session.

Related Work
CSCL Scripting In collaborative learning, scripting is “the
structuring of the collaboration process to make such social learning more productive" [6]. Collaborative scripts define how group members interact and collaborate to solve
a problem. Dillenbourg [3] compares a collaborative script
to the storyboard of a movie. The teacher creates it, and
students play it, as actors would play a movie script. In collaborative scripts, or CSCL scripts, students have access
to digital tools or online resources to perform collaborative
tasks [12]. Well scripted, activities lead to positive results
in collaborative learning, e.g., Kollar et al. found that CSCL
scripts supported the acquisition of domain knowledge for

all learners in a collaborative argumentation activity [7].
Script authoring tools Existing CSCL scripting tools
focus on generating scripts for specific types of activities,
such as collaborative argumentation, knowledge acquisition and concept mapping. These scripts are embedded
in an authoring environment where teachers can edit parameters such as group size [5]. Existing script authoring
tools support creating scripts for specific activities, and do
not provide ways to interact with the script during and after
the session. This is particularly problematic, as unexpected
events occur during the session forcing teachers to adapt
their original script accordingly.
Teachers design their scripts to be flexible and adaptable
to classrooms events. Orchestration refers to “how teachers manage, in real time, multi-layered activities in a multiconstrained context" [9].
Orchestration tools help teachers manage the classroom
environment, in real time. However, these tools rarely support “run-time scripting" [11]. Lantern and TinkerLamp [1,
4], support orchestration by increasing the teacher’s awareness of how the session evolves. GroupScribble [8] embeds
scripts but does not support real time script modification.
Script management tools do not support true run-time scripting. Teachers can only choose from previously scripted
branches and cannot significantly deviate from, or adjust
their initial script in real time. We need to better understand
how teachers design and use scripts, to create novel scripting tools that support their practices.

Study
We interviewed teachers about their practices in preparing
and conducting pedagogical activities. Although the use of
digital tools was our primary concern, we also focused on

existing practices using physical tools, which will inspire the
design of new digital teaching tools.

Figure 1: During the interviews,
teachers showed us their scripts,
how they created them, and how
they used them to conduct a
session.

Participants We interviewed seven middle and high
school teachers (2 women, 5 men; age 26-50; 5 in middle
school, 2 in high school) about their practices in preparing
and conducting pedagogical activities. Their topics included
French literature, Physics, Chemistry, History, English, German and Computer Science.
Procedure We conducted semi-structured interviews of
participants in their classroom or office for about one hour.
We asked participants about the tools they used to plan and
conduct a recent pedagogical activity. We also asked them
to show us the documents they created before, during and
after the session (fig. 1). We probed for situations in which
planning or running the session was particularly effective,
but also when it was extremely difficult.
Data Collection We recorded audio for each interview
and took written notes. We also recorded videos of participants’ interactions with the documents they had created,
and photographed any elements of their classroom settings (position of student tables, interactive board, tablets,
routers).

Figure 2: We interviewed
participants in their classrooms.
P3 created the script on paper,
typed it, printed it, and used the
paper version in class.

Analysis We used a thematic analysis [2] approach to
extract themes that describe how teachers plan and conduct pedagogical activities. We transcribed the seven interviews, and translated participants’ quotes from French
to English. We considered Kobbe’s [6] script components
(participants, activities, roles and resources). We added
tools and actions, to extract individual stories of teachers
interacting with physical or digital tools, to prepare and conduct a pedagogical activity. We generated initial codes from

the stories. Then, we sorted the codes to create themes
that describe how teachers interact with physical and digital
tools, to prepare and conduct activities. Then, we reviewed
the themes and mapped each story, to one or more themes.

Results
We collected 83 stories in total (between 7 and 14 stories
per participant), and extracted ten themes (Table 1). We
focus on practices more recurrent in participant stories.
These practices appeared in stories from at least half participants, usually in multiple examples.
Not starting from scratch More than half participants
(5/7) started their scripts from samples they found online,
in official textbooks or from scripts they created in previous
years. P6, a German language teacher, showed us a script
she will reuse: "This year, I will use the same, but I might
change things depending on the students". P2, a physics
teacher, showed us a folder where he keeps sample scripts
from two colleagues he trusts. P7, a computer science
teacher, showed us Pysequence; a python-based tool he
created, along with other computer science teachers, to
create scripts based on existing content. Each teacher adds
sample sections, and selects, through a check-box, the sections to include in the script.
Scripting constraints before the session Almost all
participants gave examples where they define constraints
before the session, and specified the remaining script components (activities, resources, participants, roles) in class.
For example, P1, a French literature teacher, designed an
activity where students had to collaboratively write a scenario. He defined a constraint: all activities should happen
within the school. Then he decided, with the students in
class, on the tools, resources, and the organization of this
group activity.

Themes

Defining constraints in the script before the session
Editing the script based on students’ performance
Designing interactive scripts for students
Moving between physical and digital tools
Preparing many scripts, and choosing during the session
Editing the script, according to unexpected events during the session
Not starting from scratch
Following a fixed script
Working around existing tools
Editing the script, based on students’ input

Stories

Participants

18
12
10
10
8
7
6
6
5
1

5
6
6
4
4
5
5
5
5
3

Table 1: We extracted ten themes that describe how teachers
plan and conduct pedagogical activities.

Figure 3: Teachers use digital
tools more frequently in preparing
and running pedagogical activities

Moving between physical and digital tools Overall,
participants used digital tools more often than physical tools
(paper, physical board) to design scripts (fig. 3). Four out of
seven participants used general-purpose applications (like
Microsoft Word), or digital teaching tools to create scripts.
P6, a German language teacher, used PhotoFiltre to remove furniture from the image of a room, created separate
images, and organized them in layers with workspace, a
digital teaching tool compatible with her interactive board.
During the session, students moved the furniture around on
the interactive board, and practiced both words for furniture,
and prepositions of place in German.
Teachers also printed the script, or wrote it on the board.
For example, P1, a French-literature teacher, explained how
he takes few minutes before the start of each session to
write the script on the black board: "The script I write on the
board is the skeleton of my session. But again, we might do
more or less than what I write on the board."

Changing the script at Run-time vs after the activity
Teachers adapt their scripts during the session to the level
of their students, and to live events they did not anticipate
when preparing the activity. They are reflective practitioners
[10]. During the session, action and reflection complement
each other. Teachers assess how the activity evolves, and
adjust the script accordingly.
Almost all participants (6 out of 7) edited the script during
the session. When they used a digital tool for creating the
script, and when the tool was accessible during the session, teachers edited their scripts directly on the tool. P4,
a physics teacher said: "I make changes during the session, directly on the system. We finished the experiment,
the questions and the exercises. In the original plan, I expected us to stop at the questions".(P4)
Otherwise, participants adjusted the script after the session
for later use. Then, they integrated the changes made on
paper to the digital version of the script post-session. For
example, P3 a history teacher, explained how he took notes
on his printed "workplan" in class. Then, in the evening, he
went through his notes, and changed the script online.
Designing for the self vs Designing for students Teachers create semi-structured scripts to guide their activities.
They also create detailed scripts for students, with precise instructions to follow. Almost all participants (6 out of
7), created detailed scripts for sctuents. P5, an English
language teacher, showed us a video she cut into several
sections with EdPuzzle, a digital teaching tool. She added
questions about each section: "These activities take time to
prepare. But, I can squeeze them during the session, or ask
students to do them at home."(P5) While the scripts teachers create for themselves can be loosely defined, those
they create for students are detailed and exhaustive.

Discussion and Design Implications
Our study revealed the importance of scripts for teachers
as they prepare and run pedagogical activities. Teachers
constantly interact with scripts : they create them before
the session, adjust them during and after the session, and
reuse them for upcoming activities (fig. 4). They use scripts
as blueprints to plan, run and reflect on their sessions.
Teachers create two main types of scripts : student scripts
and teacher scripts. In student scripts, teachers describe
the activity in detail, and provide exhaustive instructions
about running it. Teacher scripts are plans they create to
help them run the activity. These scripts serve as semistructured guides for the session. They also help teachers
reflect on their work, and assess their progress.
Figure 4: Teachers design scripts
before the session. They adjust
these scripts during the session,
and integrate these changes
afterwards. They reuse old scripts,
and start from existing content to
create their scripts.

Teachers use digital tools to design, adjust, and reuse their
scripts. These tools constrain teachers’ interactions with
their scripts. In the following, we provide design challenges
for creating scripting tools that support teachers’ practices
as they plan and conduct pedagogical activities.
Structuring scripts at multiple levels Teachers create
semi-structured scripts for themselves, and detailed scripts
for students. Managing these two types of scripts requires
tools that can support different levels of structuring.
Scripting tools should support creating structured, or semistructured scripts. They should support defining the components of a script (participants, resources, activities, roles)
explicitly, to create activities students can run autonomously.
They should also support defining some of these components, with various levels of detail. For example, teachers
should be able to create scripts where they thoroughly describe the resources, but leave participants and roles open.
When they structure their scripts, teachers should be able

to create and adjust links between script components.
Teachers should be able to define relationships between
components of their scripts, and rules for how changes in a
component impact the rest of the script.
Annotations for adjusting scripts during and after teaching sessions Scripting tools should support quick and in
situ changes to the script components (resources, participants, activity, roles). They should also support more thorough editing of the script, after the session. For example,
teachers should be able to annotate their script in class.
Then, they could go back to these annotations after the
session.
Interacting with a script they adjusted in class might help
teachers reflect on their practice. It would help them assess
the activity, and adjust scripts accordingly. Teachers could
annotate their scripts using text, pictures from the teaching
context, or examples of students’ work. For example, P3, a
history teacher, explained how he used his smartphone to
take pictures of a timeline the students created on the wall,
using post-it notes. At home, he recreated this timeline, and
used it to redesign the script of the upcoming session.

Conclusion
We conducted contextual interviews with seven teachers
about their practices in planning and conducting pedagogical activities. We found that teachers design scripts that
guide how they organize and run their sessions. Teachers reuse old scripts, online and physical sources to create
their scripts. They adapt these scripts to unexpected events
during the session, and integrate these changes after the
session to prepare the script for future use. Teachers also
create detailed scripts for students to use independently.
These initial results reveal the many facets of interactive
scripts in teachers’ practices.

Current scripting tools do not support adjusting scripts during the session, and maintaining these changes for later
use. Understanding why, how and for whom teachers create scripts provides insights about the possibilities novel
interactive scripting tools could offer teachers. We are building upon this work to design innovative scripting tools for
teachers, supporting the design of various script types, and
allowing teachers to truly manipulate scripts as they plan
and conduct pedagogical activities.
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